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My Life to Live
A photographic exhibition

My Life to Live celebrates the contribution of refugee background workers in Aotearoa New
Zealand. It also tells the stories of some of the challenges of life in their new home.

ChangeMakers Resettlement Forum and Living Wage Movement Aotearoa worked together to tell
those stories and now they are being brought to Auckland so new communities can be inspired by
them.

Refugee background New Zealanders come with nothing but hopes and dreams. They are filled
with determination to build new lives and support their families. They are hardworking and bring
skills and potential to their new home. But often the only jobs available are the lowest paid – in
sectors like cleaning, hospitality and security.

My Life To Live tells the stories of six workers from refugee backgrounds at work – stories of long
hours, low income, and hardship, written by renowned writers Elizabeth Knox and Cybele
Locke,  on  display with the photos. The exhibition shows their aspirations and difference the the
Living Wage can make. Above all, the exhibition is a celebration and affirmation of the value to the
wider community of welcoming refugee background New Zealanders to Aotearoa/New Zealand.

Photographer Ehsan Nazaveh says "We invite
the audience and broader community to
acknowledge the dignity of these and all
workers and the need for workers to be paid the
income needed to live decent lives, so they
know they are valued for their contribution."

The exhibition opened in Wellington at the
National Portrait Gallery and moved to the
Anglican Cathedral.

We are now seeking the support of AMP and
Vector to sponsor this exciting opportunity to
profile a large and growing community of former refugee workers and their families to an
Auckland audience.

 "When I started as a care support it was a minimum wage job. You can't even dream and it's hard to
survive." Niguisse Fenja




